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MEMORY REDUCTION METHOD FOR A 
DSP-BASED LOCATION PROCESSOR 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

0001. The present invention relates generally to a GPS 
receiver, and more particularly to a GPS receiver operating 
in conjunction with a base Station. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0002) The Global Positioning System (GPS) is a satellite 
based system developed by the U.S. Department of Defense 
to give accurate positional information to a GPS receiver 
anywhere in the world. A properly equipped GPS receiver 
may therefore be used in any Setting in which a positional fix 
is desired, and typically yields positional coordinates in 
three dimensions. The GPS system is enabled by a satellite 
orbital constellation made up of 24 or more satellites orbit 
ing the earth in 12-hour orbits. The Satellites are arranged in 
Six orbital planes, each containing four Satellites. The orbital 
planes are Spaced Sixty degrees apart, and are inclined 
approximately fifty-five degrees from the equatorial plane. 
This constellation ensures that from four to twelve satellites 
will be visible at any time at any point on earth. 
0003) A GPS receiver is capable of determining a posi 
tional fix in three dimensions. This may be achieved if 
signals are being received from four or more GPS satellites. 
The received Satellite Signals each contain an identifier 
unique to that particular Satellite. These identifier codes are 
commonly called Gold codes and allow a GPS receiver to 
discriminate between signals from different Satellites. Also 
contained within the Signals are Satellite ephemeris data 
containing information Such as an orbital configuration and 
a satellite time (all GPS satellite signals contain a common, 
synchronized time). This time signal allows a GPS receiver 
to detect a time of receipt and therefore measure a transit 
time of the signal. In turn, the transit time enables a GPS 
receiver to determine a distance (termed a pseudorange) to 
the Satellite. The pseudorange D to a Single Satellite is shown 
in FIG. 1. The pseudorange does not give a simple distance 
to a particular spot. The pseudorange from a particular 
satellite to the GPS receiver may describe a circle on the 
Earth (if the satellite is directly overhead), or, as is more 
likely, may describe an arc Such as a parabola upon the 
curved Surface of the earth. 

0004 FIG. 2 shows three GPS satellites A, B, and C. 
Each Satellite gives a pseudorange curve, with the three 
intersecting at one point. These three (or more) curves may 
be Solved to find a positional fix of the interSecting point 
(i.e., a positional fix of the GPS receiver). Three such GPS 
pseudoranges allow a location on the Earth's Surface to be 
determined, while four yield a three dimensional determi 
nation. 

0005 Another important satellite characteristic is a Dop 
pler Signature. Electromagnetic waves appear to be 
increased or decreased in frequency when the wave Source 
is moving relative to a receiver. This is termed the Doppler 
effect. The Doppler effect is observed by GPS receivers, and 
is the most pronounced when a GPS Satellite is at a low angle 
above the horizon. A GPS satellite directly overhead is 
nearly motionless (i.e., Zero Doppler) with respect to an 
observer (satellite Ain FIG.2), while a satellite Blow on the 
horizon, traveling at the same Velocity as Satellite A, will be 
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moving faster with respect to the observer. Each visible 
Satellite therefore may be moving at a different Speed 
relative to a point on the ground, and as a result may have 
a unique Doppler Signature. Therefore, a Doppler Signature 
of satellite C will be much larger than one for satellite B. 
These Doppler Signatures can be used to compute user 
Velocity vector. 
0006. The GPS satellites transmit data to be used by GPS 
receivers, including identification data, Satellite position 
data (ephemeris data), and Satellite clock correction data. 
The GPS Signal includes a carrier Signal that is bi-phase 
modulated with a 1023 bit long Gold spreading code at a 
1.023 MHz chip rate (0.001 second repeat interval). It is also 
modulated by data bits at a 50 bits per second (BPS) rate 
(transmitted at a rate of twenty milliseconds per data bit). 
The 50 BPS data includes information for determining a 
GPS-based time (i.e., a clock time of the GPS satellite) and 
information for determining geographical location. 
0007 Detailed information on the data contained within 
the GPS signal is available in Interface Control Document 
ICD-GPS-200, revised in 1991, published by Rockwell 
International Corporation and incorporated herein by refer 
CCC. 

0008. A prior art GPS receiver 100 is shown in FIG. 3 
and is described in U.S. Pat. No. 5,663,734 to Krasner. The 
prior art GPS receiver 100 includes an antenna 102, a down 
converter 105, a reference oscillator 107, a clock generator 
112, an analog-to-digital converter (A/D) 114, a dynamic 
random access (DRAM) memory 118, a memory sequencer 
122, a mixer 127, a numerically controlled oscillator (NCO) 
133, a dual port stack RAM 136, a digital signal processor 
(DSP) 140, and a local DSP results RAM 144. 
0009. The prior art GPS receiver 100 receives a GPS 
Signal at the antenna 102 and down-converts it into an 
intermediate frequency signal (IF Signal). The IF signal is 
fed to the A/D 114, where it is converted into a digital GPS 
Signal. The resulting digital GPS Signal is then Stored 
continuously into the DRAM 118. The DRAM 118 of the 
prior art is very large, typically involving about 16 Mbits (16 
million bits) of memory. Such a large memory size is 
typically needed to capture about 1 second of GPS data. 
Once an entire 1 second sample is stored in the DRAM 118, 
it is typically read out and processed by a programmable 
Signal processor for the purpose of extracting the Signal 
pseudoranges and Doppler shift characteristics for all visible 
GPS satellite signals stored in the DRAM 118. 
0010. The 1 second digital GPS data segment is post 
processed, in a Sequential fashion. The prior art Scheme does 
not process the incoming Signal in real time. One reason for 
this is that by storing a large sample of GPS data (i.e., 1 
second), the DSP 140 does not need a throughput capable of 
keeping up with the incoming data. The prior art GPS 
receiver 100 typically operates by collecting a 1-second 
Sample and then taking about 3 to 10 Seconds to process the 
Sample. During the processing time, the incoming GPS 
Signal is simply not Stored or used. The result is certain 
coarseness to the GPS positional fix. The positional fix may 
have a time lag and may not accommodate frequent posi 
tional changes, which is especially important in mobile 
applications. These drawbacks may be acute in applications 
where the positional fixes are used to gather data, Such as in 
geographical Survey or agricultural Sampling applications. 
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0.011) Another drawback of the prior art is that the large 
size of the DRAM 118 incurs unneeded cost in a GPS 
receiver or a device incorporating a GPS receiver. Such a 
device might be, for example, a cellular phone or a pager. 
0012. In the prior art processing arrangement, in order to 
process data from 4 to 8 GPS satellites (generally 4 to 8 GPS 
Satellites are visible at any time at any point on the Earth), 
a prior art GPS receiver operating in a Sequential fashion 
would need to have a processor throughput on the order of 
about 500 MIPs (Millions of Instructions Per Second). This 
is, of course, a very high throughput requirement, and Such 
a processor, if available, would be expensive and would 
generate a lot of heat. 
0013 There remains a need in the art, therefore, for a 
GPS receiver having a reduced memory requirement that 
can process incoming GPS data in real time. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0.014 FIG. 1 shows a pseudorange D from a GPS satel 
lite to a GPS receiver; 

0015 FIG. 2 shows three GPS satellites A, B, and C and 
three pseudorange curves, with the three pseudorange curves 
interSecting at one point on the Surface of the Earth; 
0016 
0017 FIG. 4 shows a first embodiment of the GPS 
receiver of the present invention; 
0.018 FIG. 5 shows the alternating storing and extracting 
of data in the memories, 

0019 FIG. 6 shows a flow chart of a first embodiment of 
the method of the present invention; 
0020 FIG. 7 shows a second embodiment of the GPS 
receiver of the present invention; 
0021 FIG. 8 shows a third embodiment of the GPS 
receiver of the present invention; 
0022 FIG. 9 shows a flow chart of a second method of 
the present invention; 
0023 FIG. 10 shows a graph illustrating the relationship 
between the memory size and the processor Speed; 
0024 FIG. 11 shows a flowchart illustrating how a 
Satellite Search order Selection proceSS may be refined; and 
0025 FIG. 12 shows a flowchart illustrating how the 
apparatus of the third embodiment may be employed in an 
optimal Satellite Search. 

FIG. 3 shows a prior art GPS receiver; 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS 

0.026 A GPS receiver data storage apparatus is provided 
according to a first aspect of the invention. The apparatus 
comprises a first Switch, the first Switch receiving a digital 
GPS data, a first memory, a Second memory in parallel with 
the first memory, with the first memory and the second 
memory being selectable by the first Switch for filling with 
the digital GPS data, and a second switch selectable between 
the first memory and the Second memory for extracting the 
digital GPS data therefrom, wherein GPS signal processing 
extracts digital GPS data from the first memory while the 
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second memory is being filled and extracts digital GPS data 
from the Second memory while the first memory is being 
filled. 

0027. A GPS receiver apparatus is provided according to 
a Second aspect of the invention. The apparatus comprises a 
first Switch, the first switch receiving a digital GPS data, a 
first memory, a Second memory in parallel with the first 
memory, with the first memory and the Second memory 
being selectable by the first Switch for filling with the digital 
GPS data, a second Switch selectable between the first 
memory and the Second memory for extracting the digital 
GPS data therefrom, a mixer connected to the second Switch 
and further connected to a numerically controlled oscillator 
with the numerically controlled oscillator being provided 
with predetermined Doppler characteristics, the mixer being 
capable of removing a Doppler characteristic from the 
digital GPS data, a stack RAM connected to the mixer, the 
Stack RAM being capable of accumulating a predetermined 
time interval of the digital GPS data from the mixer, and a 
digital signal processor connected to the Stack RAM, the 
digital Signal processor capable of receiving the digital GPS 
data and generating pseudoranges and Doppler characteris 
tics for each visible GPS satellite, wherein GPS signal 
processing extracts digital GPS data from the first memory 
while the Second memory is being filled and extracts digital 
GPS data from the second memory while the first memory 
is being filled, and wherein the first memory and the Second 
memory allow the digital GPS data to be processed in real 
time. 

0028. A GPS receiver apparatus is provided according to 
a third aspect of the invention. The apparatus comprises a 
first Switch, the first switch receiving a digital GPS data, a 
first memory, a Second memory in parallel with the first 
memory, with the first memory and the Second memory 
being selectable by the first Switch for filling with the digital 
GPS data, a second Switch selectable between the first 
memory and the Second memory for extracting the digital 
GPS data therefrom, a mixer connected to the second Switch 
and further connected to a numerically controlled oscillator 
with the numerically controlled oscillator being provided 
with predetermined Doppler characteristics, the mixer there 
fore being capable of removing a Doppler characteristic 
from the digital GPS data, a stack RAM connected to the 
mixer, the Stack RAM being capable of accumulating a 
predetermined time interval of the digital GPS data from the 
mixer, and a plurality of parallel correlators connected to the 
stack RAM, the plurality of parallel correlators also receiv 
ing a plurality of predetermined Gold codes from a base 
station, with each Gold code of the plurality of predeter 
mined Gold codes being unique and corresponding to a 
visible GPS satellite, and with each correlator of the plural 
ity of parallel correlators being capable of correlating a 
unique Gold code against the digital GPS data, and a 
plurality of parallel non-coherent integrators connected to 
the plurality of parallel correlators and capable of integrating 
each correlation output to provide a plurality of pseudorange 
and Doppler characteristic outputs, wherein GPS Signal 
processing extracts digital GPS data from the first memory 
while the Second memory is being filled and extracts digital 
GPS data from the second memory while the first memory 
is being filled, and wherein the first memory and the Second 
memory allow the digital GPS data to be processed in real 
time, and wherein the plurality of parallel correlators and the 
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plurality of parallel non-coherent integrators parallel proceSS 
digital GPS data for each visible GPS satellite. 
0029. A method of storing and processing a digital GPS 
Signal in a GPS receiver having a reduced amount of 
memory is provided according to a fourth aspect of the 
invention. The method comprises the Steps of Storing the 
digital GPS Signal in a first memory during a first predeter 
mined time period, and extracting a first Stored digital GPS 
data Segment from a Second memory Simultaneous with the 
storing of the digital GPS signal in the first memory, wherein 
during Subsequent predetermined time periods the Storing 
Step alternates between the first memory and the Second 
memory while the extracting Step alternates between the 
Second memory and the first memory. 
0.030. A method of storing and processing a digital GPS 
Signal in a GPS receiver having a reduced amount of 
memory is provided according to a fifth aspect of the 
invention. The method comprises the Steps of Storing the 
digital GPS Signal in a first memory during a first predeter 
mined time period, extracting a first Stored digital GPS data 
Segment from a Second memory Simultaneous with the 
Storing of the digital GPS Signal in the first memory, 
generating a predetermined Doppler Signature for a Subject 
Visible Satellite, mixing the predetermined Doppler Signature 
with the first stored digital GPS data segment to remove a 
Doppler characteristic from the first stored digital GPS data 
Segment, correlating a Gold code of the Subject visible 
Satellite to the first Stored digital GPS data Segment, pro 
ducing a correlation output, and integrating the correlation 
output to produce a pseudorange output and a Doppler 
output, wherein the generating Step through the mixing Step 
are repeated for each visible Satellite, and wherein during 
Subsequent predetermined time periods the Storing Step 
alternates between the first memory and the Second memory 
while the extracting Step alternates between the Second 
memory and the first memory. 
0031. A method of minimizing a GPS satellite search 
time in a GPS receiver having a plurality of correlation and 
integration Satellite processing branches is provided accord 
ing to a sixth aspect of the invention. The method comprises 
the Steps of computing initial conditions that estimate a 
position of the GPS receiver and that estimate a GPS 
receiver clock accuracy, computing an initial range estimate, 
and computing an optimum Satellite Search order, with the 
optimum Satellite Search order computed So as to minimize 
a Search Space and minimize a Search time needed to find 
visible GPS satellites. 

0.032 The above and other features and advantages of the 
present invention will be further understood from the fol 
lowing description of the preferred embodiments thereof, 
taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings. 

0033 FIG. 4 shows a first embodiment 400 of the GPS 
receiver of the present invention. The GPS receiver 400 may 
be incorporated into a cellular phone or pager, and to operate 
must function as part of a network where certain data is 
provided by a base station, such as data on visible GPS 
Satellites, including a pseudo random noise (PRN) number 
or Gold code that uniquely identifies each GPS satellite. The 
base Station may also provide data Such as a calibrated local 
time, Doppler characteristics for all visible Satellites, and 
other satellite ephemeris data useful for identifying visible 
GPS satellites, the characteristics of such GPS signals such 
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as Doppler Signature, code phase delay Signature, and pro 
viding a GPS position fix. This data may be received from 
the base Station by way of, for example, a radio transmis 
Sion. Alternatively, this data can be computed in the receiver 
by use of approximate time, almanac, ephemeris and 
approximate position information. Any or all of the data can 
be communicated to the receiver or used internally. 
0034) The GPS receiver 400 replaces the very large 
DRAM 118 of the prior art with a first switch 402, a first 
memory 409 (A-RAM), a second memory 410 (B-RAM), 
and a second Switch 416. The first Switch 402 and the second 
Switch 416 operate in opposition to fill the memories and to 
Simultaneously extract data, as will be discussed below. 
0035) The memories 409 and 410 are preferably dynamic 
RAM (DRAM) as used in the prior art for reasons of 
memory efficiency. However, the memories 409 and 410 
could alternately be memory types Such as Static RAM 
(SRAM), optical memory, linear shift registers, etc. 
0036) The first memory 409 and the second memory 410 
are preferably the same size, but both must be at least of a 
minimum size to handle the incoming data. The memories 
409 and 410 are preferably selected to store about 2 to about 
20 milliseconds of continuous GPS data. The algorithm used 
to determine memory size will be discussed below in 
conjunction with FIG. 9 and is a function of DSP processor 
MIPs available and memory cost. 
0037 FIG. 5 shows the alternating storing and extracting 
of data in the memories 409 and 410. While the incoming 
digital GPS Signal data is being Stored in the first memory 
409 (the A-RAM), a stored digital GPS signal data segment 
in the second memory 410 (the B-RAM) is simultaneously 
being extracted and processed. This is done for a predeter 
mined time period, with the predetermined time period in a 
preferred embodiment being about 20 milliseconds. At the 
end of the predetermined time period, the process Switches 
and the incoming digital GPS Signal data is Stored into the 
second memory 410 while simultaneously the digital GPS 
data segment in the first memory 409 is being extracted and 
processed. It should be understood that other time periods 
might be used, based on the size of the memories 409 and 
410. 

0038 FIG. 6 shows a flow chart 600 of a first embodi 
ment of the method of the present invention. In step 604, the 
incoming digital GPS data Signal is Stored in a memory. The 
memory may be either the first memory 409 or the second 
memory 410. 

0039. In step 608, a previously stored digital GPS data 
Segment is extracted from the other memory, i.e., the 
memory not used by step 604 above. Therefore, if step 604 
is Storing data in the first memory 409, then a data Segment 
is being extracted in step 608 from the second memory 410. 
Conversely, if step 604 is storing data in the second memory 
410, then step 608 is extracting a data segment from the first 
memory 409 (see FIG. 5). 
0040. In step 611, the predetermined time period has 
expired, and the Storing and extracting StepS Switch memory 
devices. In this fashion, the GPS receiver 400 can store an 
incoming GPS Signal while simultaneously processing a 
received signal, and with a much Smaller memory require 
ment. 
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0041 FIG. 7 shows a second embodiment 700 of the 
GPS receiver of the present invention. In the second embodi 
ment 700, the Signal processing Steps can be achieved by a 
Single programmable digital Signal processor 140 that pro 
ceSSes each Satellite Sequentially, producing multiple outputs 
Stored in the local DSP results RAM 144. 

0042 FIG. 7 shows the switch 402 configured to fill the 
A-RAM 409 and the Switch 416 configured to process the 
contents of the B-RAM 410. The DSP processor 140 can be 
configured to Serially proceSS all visible Satellites in one 
RAM while the other RAM is being filled (as long as the 
DSP processor 140 has sufficient processing speed to accom 
plish the task within the time it takes to fill the RAM with 
new data). FIG. 7 shows switch 704, 705, and 706 config 
ured to serially process visible GPS satellites SV1 through 
SV8 during the period of time (typically, 2 to 20 millisec 
onds) in which the B-RAM 410 is being processed. 
0043. When Switch 416 is first configured to read the 
output of B-RAM 410, switches 704, 705, and 706 are 
configured to receive SV1 data. As for Switch 704, it is 
configured to cause the numerically controlled oscillator 
(NCO) 133 to produce a Doppler replica for SV1. The 
contents of the B-RAM 410 are sequentially read out of the 
B-RAM memory 410 and through the Switch 416 into the 
mixer 127, where the Doppler estimate for SV1 is removed 
from the GPS data Signal as the data is Stacked into the Stack 
RAM 136. Recall that the stack RAM compresses the 2 to 
20 milliseconds of data stored in the B-RAM to a one 
millisecond equivalent. After the Stacking operation is com 
plete, Switch 705 is configured so that the FFT correlator 760 
correlates the contents of the stack RAM 136 with the PN 
code representing satellite SV1. The output of the FFT 
correlator 760 is a series of data points that correspond to the 
Signal magnitude at every possible code phase delay of the 
PN code. The resulting “spectrum' output from the FFT 
correlator 760 is magnitude-squared (element by element) in 
the magnitude Squaring block 762, and then non-coherently 
integrated in a local DSP results RAM 144. The integration 
result is stored in a SV1 memory sector 768. 
0044) Non-coherent integration occurs by adding the 
memory element corresponding with code phase delay Zero 
(stored in memory 768) with the most recent squared 
magnitude code phase delay zero element from the FFT 
correlator 760. Likewise, the code phase delay one memory 
location in 768 is added to the most recent Squared magni 
tude code phase delay one element from the FFT correlator 
760. The non-coherent integration process continues until 
the last code phase delay memory location in SV1 memory 
Sector 768 is added to the most recent Squared magnitude 
last code phase delay element from the FFT correlator 760. 
In a preferred embodiment, up to eight or more Satellites are 
tested within the time dedicated to store new information 
into the A-RAM 409, which is typically an integer two to 
twenty milliseconds in duration. 
0045 One can consider the 8 serial processes (SV1 
through SV8) as eight opportunities to find GPS signals. One 
can assign each Search time slot to Search for one individual 
Satellite, or one could assign each Search time slot to a same 
Satellite Signal but at different Doppler rates. In this manner, 
it is possible to tailor the Search proceSS in the direction of 
where it can do the most good, Such as rapidly reducing the 
Doppler range uncertainty first by looking for the same 
Satellite at many different Doppler frequencies. 
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0046) Once the entire process for satellite SV1 is com 
pleted, the Switches 704, 705, and 706 are moved to process 
data for satellite SV2. The process repeats as described 
above, then switches 704, 705, and 706 are configured to 
process all remaining satellites SV3 through SV8, all within 
the time it takes to Store the next N-millisecond Sample in 
the A-RAM 409. 

0047. Note that the FFT correlator 760 can be a frequency 
domain correlator Such as a Software-based FFT correlator 
as taught by Ma and Durboraw in U.S. Pat. No. 4,998,111; 
a hardware based flash parallel 2048 point complex FFT 
correlator Such as described in the Motorola MC92307 data 
sheet, or it can be a time-domain hardware-based correlator 
such as described by King in U.S. Pat. No. 5,148,452. 
0048 What is clear in a serial process as described in 
FIG. 7 is that the processing capability must keep up with 
the data collection. This may put a constraint on the pro 
cessing power of Such a high-speed digital signal processor. 
It is also clear that the processing time is only a function of 
the clock rate of the clocking Signal controlling the digital 
processing, and is not a function of the input data rate. AS 
Such, it is believed that this architecture can remain the same 
over time, and as digital integrated circuit technology clock 
rates continue to climb, that many more opportunities to 
search can be added (well above the 8 satellite search 
capability discussed here). Ultimately, all of the satellites in 
the GPS constellation and all of the Doppler bins may be 
Searched Simultaneously, using one high-Speed function that 
accomplishes the operations of the Doppler wipe-off (133, 
127), the stacking memory 136, the correlator 760, the 
magnitude Squaring block 762, the non-coherent integration 
function 764, and the local results RAM 768. Building such 
a receiver that can accomplish Searching for all possible 
Satellites at all possible Dopplers and code phase delays will 
eliminate the need for transmitting or computing locally the 
Doppler, code phase, or SVID assist information for the 
receiver. 

0049. One way to combat the processing load (until time 
that one high-speed Serial processor can do it) is to add a 
plurality of N parallel processing branches (N typically 
being 8 or more). FIG. 8 shows a third embodiment 800 
having a plurality of processing branches 822, with a pro 
cessing branch 822 including a mixer 843, a NCO 845, a 
stack RAM 846, a correlator 852, a magnitude squaring 
block 853, and a non-coherent integrator 858. The plurality 
of processing branches distributes and lowers the processing 
load. The Satellite Search proceSS is therefore done in par 
allel, allowing for each parallel processing branch to be a 
dedicated GPS satellite searcher, which can be additionally 
time sliced to observe additional satellites in a series (Such 
as while the A-RAM 409 is being filled). In any of the above 
mentioned embodiments, it should be clear that the proceSS 
ing elements after the A and B memory can be implemented 
with a single programmable digital Signal processor, mul 
tiple programmable digital Signal processors, dedicated 
hardware processors, or a combination of programmable 
digital signal processors and dedicated hardware. 
0050 FIG. 9 shows a flow chart 900 of a second method 
of the present invention. In step 903 the incoming digital 
GPS data signal is stored in a memory. The memory may be 
either the first memory 409 or the second memory 410. 
0051). In step 905, a previously stored digital GPS data 
Segment is extracted from the other memory, i.e., the 
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memory not used by step 903 above. Therefore, if step 903 
is Storing data in the first memory 409, then a data Segment 
is being extracted in step 905 from the second memory 410. 
Conversely, if step 903 is storing data in the second memory 
410, then step 905 is extracting a data segment from the first 
memory 409 (again see FIG. 5). 
0052. In step 910, the GPS receiver obtains predeter 
mined Doppler Signatures for each visible Satellite. The 
predetermined Doppler Signatures are preferably obtained 
from a wireleSS base Station or by computing the Doppler 
Signature based upon a locally Stored ephemeris, approxi 
mate position of the receiver, and approximate times. 
Because the GPS receiver functions essentially as a mobile 
unit within a wireless network, the GPS receiver does not 
need to consume resources and processor time by deriving 
all needed data from a GPS Signal. Instead, a base Station 
may determine visible Satellite Gold codes, Satellite time, 
etc., and pass this data on to all mobile Stations in the 
network. Therefore, the GPS receiver receives the Gold 
codes of all visible Satellites and approximate (expected) 
Doppler shifts. 
0053. In step 916, the predetermined Doppler signatures 
for all visible GPS satellites are mixed with (complex 
multiplied by) the extracted data segment to remove any 
Doppler shifts in the received GPS signal. 
0054. In step 918, the GPS signal data, minus Doppler, is 
accumulated in the stack RAM 136. The GPS signal data 
from the first memory 409 or second memory 410 is 
processed Such that the first sample of the first millisecond 
is added to the first Sample of the Second millisecond is 
added to the first sample of the third millisecond, etc., until 
the end of the first or second memory is reached. The 
preferred embodiment has an integer number of millisecond 
of storage, up to and including 20 milliseconds of GPS 
Signal data Stored in the first and Second memories, therefore 
in the preferred embodiment, up to 20 Samples are added or 
accumulated together and Stored into the first millisecond 
storage of the stack RAM 136. The first and second memo 
ries are therefore preferably compressed by a factor of two 
to twenty, depending on the Size of Stack RAM. Subsequent 
Samples of the first or Second memory are then Similarly 
processed, i.e., the Stacking or adding of a particular milli 
Second of GPS Signal data. This process continues until the 
first or second memory is empty and the stack RAM 136 is 
filled. The filling and extracting operations are then 
Switched. 

0.055 This accumulation offers several advantages. First, 
processing more data yields an additional Signal processing 
gain. Second, it allows a reduction in the processing rate of 
a downstream Signal processor. Third, it may reduce the 
number of FFT correlators needed to process the signal. 
0056. In step 923, the accumulated signal segment is 
correlated by a plurality of parallel correlators. A correlator 
correlates a received GPS Signal against a predetermined 
Gold code, in effect comparing Gold codes within the GPS 
Signal to a predetermined Gold Code. Each correlator and 
therefore each parallel circuit branch Sift out a unique, 
expected GPS satellite signal. 

0057 The output of each correlator yields a pulse for 
each visible GPS satellite, with a pulse occurring a time 
interval after a satellite time (the Satellite time is received 
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from the network base station). The time interval indicates 
a transit time from the satellite to the GPS receiver for that 
particular satellite. These time intervals are used by the GPS 
receiver 800 to obtain a positional fix. 

0058. In step 929, the correlation outputs are integrated 
by a plurality of parallel, non-coherent integrators to pro 
duce a stronger, more easily detectable correlation output 
pulse. The resultant pseudorange signals (output pulse time 
intervals) may be used by a downstream processor to 
compute an ultimate positional fix (each output 711A-711H 
corresponds to a unique visible GPS satellite). 
0059. In step. 935, the predetermined time period has 
expired, and the Storing and extracting StepS Switch memo 
ries. In this fashion, the GPS receiver can Store an incoming 
GPS Signal while Simultaneously processing a received 
signal. The method 900 operates with a reduced memory 
requirement, and may be used to proceSS incoming GPS 
Signals in real-time. 
0060 FIG. 10 shows a graph illustrating the relationship 
between the memory size and the processor Speed. AS can be 
Seen from the graph, there is a definite trade-off between 
memory Size and processor Speed. For the dual memory 
approach of the present invention, a memory size of 800 
kilobits translates to a required processor throughput of 
about 100 MIPS. In a second example, a memory size of 
about 150 kilobits requires a processor speed of about 800 
MIPS. It is just a matter of time until programmable digital 
Signal processor technology can consistently and efficiently 
achieve this MIPS level with low power. Indeed, DSP chips 
are now available with processing MIPS capabilities exceed 
ing 1000 MIPS, and hardware FFT accelerators such as the 
Motorola MC92307 can act as a peripheral to supplement 
lower capability DSPs in order to easily achieve the required 
processing throughput levels. 

0061 Another way to predict a required real-time pro 
ceSSor MIPS is to use run-time measurements from existing 
known FFT processing run times on programmable signal 
processors. It is known from U.S. Pat. No. 4,998,111 to 
Durboraw and Ma that the processing steps of an FFT 
correlator include a forward 2048 point complex FFT, a 
point-by-point multiplying function, and a reverse 2048 
point complex FFT function. Most of the processing time is 
consumed by the 2048 point FFT and inverse FFT process 
ing functions, so the FFT run time will be used to scale the 
MIPS loading requirement. The Motorola DSP56002 digital 
signal processor data sheet describes the DSP as a 40 MIP 
processor when running at 80 MHz. The data sheet describes 
that this particular digital Signal processor can compute a 
1024 point complex FF1 in 59,898 clock cycles. When 
scaled by the 80 MHz clock rate, the 1024-point complex 
FFT would be completed in 0.748 milliseconds. One can 
Scale this run time to an approximate run time for the 
required 2048 point complex FF1 by the known relationship 
that the FFT run time grows proportional to N*LOG (N), 
where N is the number of points in the FFT processing. 
Thus, the multiplier in run-time from a 1024 point FFT to a 
2048 point FFT is approximately given by the ratio 
(2048*log (2048))/(1024* log (1024)), or approximately 2.2 
times 0.748 milliseconds; or 1.496 milliseconds. Given that 
both a forward and a reverse FFT is required per FFT 
correlation, the total run-time for the FFT and inverse FFT 
is approximately 2.992 milliseconds. Given that the number 
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of operations of the point-by-point multiply function are 
minor compared to the forward and inverse FFT processing, 
it is sufficient to say that a 40 MIP DSP can compute one 
2048 point complex FFT correlation in less than 4 millisec 
onds. Given that the present invention is based on a 2048 
point complex FFT signal processing element, the predicted 
processing time of the FFT from the Motorola DSP56002 
data sheet can be Scaled to determine the throughput 
required for a real-time mode using the A and B (first and 
Second) memory of the present invention. For purposes of 
Simplifying the math, to be conservative, and to account for 
a final non-coherent Summation (Squared magnitude and 
additions), we assume that a 50 MIPS DSP processor is used 
in order to complete the total end-to-end task in the origi 
nally predicted 4 milliseconds. Based on a 50 MIPS pro 
ceSSor, for example, it is possible to determine how many 
FFT-based correlator functions (and therefore how many 
parallel satellite signals) can be processed in one N milli 
Second Sample time. Given that it is desired that the archi 
tecture be able to process at least 8 parallel Satellite corre 
lations in the N millisecond interval, a relationship can be 
established as described below. 

0.062 From previous measurements of the FFT on the 
DSP56002 processor, one cycle of a DSP-based 2048 point 
complex FFT correlator with a final non-coherent integra 
tion cycle added can complete in approximately 4 millisec 
onds, to complete one cycle using a 50 MIPS DSP 
0.063. The stacking process can be accomplished by a 
DSP or by dedicated hardware. Dedicated hardware will 
likely be faster and may accomplish this task in about 
2048*N ms. Tc seconds. Nms is defined as the number N 
of 1 millisecond intervals stored in either the first and second 
memory, and Tc is the System clock rate. As a first order 
approximation, this Stacking time can be considered Small 
compared to the FFT, inverse FFT, point-by-point multiply, 
and the non-coherent integration time, and can be ignored. 
Therefore, 

T total=8* (FFT Integration Time); (1) 
T total=N ms*0.001 seconds; (2) 
FFT Integration Time=(0.004 ms.50)/MIPS: (3) 

0064 where MIPS is the DSP performance required. 
Thus, Solving the three simple equations (1)–(3) allows a 
formula for MIPS based on the storage memory require 
ments of the first and Second memory, as follows: 

MIPS=1600/N ms: (4) 

0065 where equation (4) is the processor throughput 
MIPS required to keep up with a N-millisecond capacity first 
and Second memory. Equivalently: 

N ms=1600/MIPS: (5) 

0.066 where equation (5) yields the number of millisec 
onds N ms that must be stored in the first and second 
memory to accommodate a desired processor MIPS capa 
bility. For example, both equations (4) and (5) show that if 
the A and B RAM store 10 milliseconds of GPS signal data, 
the throughput required by the processor to keep up in 
real-time on eight satellites is approximately 160 MIPS. 
0067. In order to minimize the search time, assigning of 
satellite to a finite number of available search bins need to 
be optimized. To accomplish this, the size, shape and other 
dynamics and interdependencies of the Search Space need to 
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be considered. For example, the Doppler Search Space for 
each Satellite is a function of the accuracy of the ephemeris 
that predicts the satellite orbit dynamics. It is well known 
that fresh Satellite ephemeris data (i.e., that within 4 hours of 
age) can be used to reliably predict the Doppler frequency of 
a Satellite to well under 1 Hz accuracy, given that the user 
knows his current location. If the user does not know his 
location, but for example, only knows his approximate 
location (within X meters, for example), it is known that the 
uncertainty of the Doppler estimate of GPS satellites varies 
by as much as 1 Hz of Doppler change per kilometer of 
position error. Consequently, if the user does not know his 
location any better than 100 km, for example, then the 
Doppler parameter for any or all Satellites can be different 
from that predicted by the ephemeris and the approximate 
position and time by as much as 100 Hz. 

0068 A 100 km position error is generally obtainable if 
the GPS receiver has knowledge of which city it is located. 
This can be generally obtained from cell-sector ID methods, 
or from Some other method of identifying a particular 
cellular handset to a particular region, Such as an operator ID 
code, for example, which can restrict the handset to a 
particular region. Depending on the bandwidth by which the 
receiver Searches for the Satellite Signals, this Doppler 
estimate could be one or more Search bins away from the 
estimated Search bin. 

0069. For example, if the receiver uses coherent integra 
tion to achieve a 1 millisecond pre-detection integration 
interval (PDI), it is well known in the art that the receiver 
can detect the Signal as long as the Doppler falls within 
+/-500 Hz of its test Doppler frequency (and the signal is of 
Sufficient strength for detection). Likewise, if the coherent 
integration interval is 10 milliseconds, then the Doppler test 
window is +/-50 HZ wide. In the Second example, given a 
100 km initial position estimate error, it is possible to miss 
detecting the Signal Since the Doppler window is only +/-50 
Hz wide and the signal can be as far as 100 Hz in Doppler 
error. This causes the receiver to be designed in Such a way 
as to Search a larger number of Doppler test bins either 
Simultaneously, or Serially. 

0070 Another parameter that affects the Doppler search 
accuracy (and therefore influences the Search window that 
needs to be tested) is the time estimate. The ephemeris data 
and initial position estimate combine to produce the accurate 
Doppler readings as long as the time is correct. The GPS 
Satellite orbits are Such that the Doppler rate of change can 
be as large as 1 Hz per Second, thus, at a maximum, a 
1-minute time error can produce up to a 60 Hz Doppler 
frequency error. 

0071 Finally, the last thing that influences Doppler fre 
quency error (and by far the largest in Some applications) is 
caused by the GPS receiver reference oscillator error. It is 
well known that the reference oscillator error (i.e., its offset 
from its design nominal condition) creates a common mode 
Doppler error that is a constant for every Satellite that is 
observed. This common bias can be determined once the 
navigation equations for position and rate of change of 
position are computed, but its value is generally unknown at 
the beginning of a Search. If, for example, the reference 
oscillator contains a 1 part per million (PPM) frequency 
error from what is expected, then there can be a 1 part per 
million shift in the L-band Doppler frequency, which is 1575 
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Hz. It is the sum of these error sources that will expand or 
contract the Doppler Search Space. Phase and/or frequency 
locking, or frequency calibration methods of referring the 
GPS reference oscillator to a higher precision reference 
oscillator, are methods that can be used to greatly reduce the 
Doppler Search Space. For example, it is well known that a 
CDMA cellphone reference oscillator is internally adjusted 
by the CDMA handset to be within 0.05 PPM of the signal 
Sent from the infrastructure to the handset. AS Such, it is 
possible to lock or calibrate the GPS reference oscillator to 
this more precise CDMA phone reference oscillator for 
purposes of greatly reducing the Doppler Search Space for 
the GPS signals. 
0.072 A larger Doppler search space will require a longer 
time to find Signals, while a Smaller Doppler Search Space 
will require a shorter time to find the Signals. The absolute 
time interval is a function of the number of independent 
Satellite Searchers that can be applied to the problem. 
0.073 From the standpoint of the Doppler search, one can 
Summarize the various elements that influence the Doppler 
Search pattern as follows: 

0074 Time Error: 1 Hz/second 
0075 Position Error: 1 Hz/1 km position error 
0076) Oscillator Error: 1575 Hz per PPM of oscil 
lator error (this is common mode). It should be 
obvious that the largest error comes from oscillator 
CO. 

0077. A good search strategy can reduce the size of the 
Doppler Search Space. One optimal Search Strategy is a use 
of Search resources to look for a first Satellite. Once one of 
the Searcher resources finds a Single Satellite, then the 
oscillator error term is known for all Secondary Satellites that 
are Searched. Thus, it is possible for a Search process to be 
dynamic in nature, and may optimally choose a Search order 
(i.e., how many searchers to look for a first Satellite, which 
Satellite is best, etc.), and which satellites to look for Second, 
third, and so forth. 
0078. This dynamic satellite search order selection pro 
cess is driven by the estimate of how well the reference 
oscillator frequency is known, and how accurately the 
receiver knows time and its initial position estimate. FIG. 11 
shows a flowchart 1100 illustrating how a satellite search 
order selection process may be refined. In step 1105, the 
initial conditions are computed. For example, initial position 
estimate can be made by using the last known GPS fix 
(accurate to 10's of meters) and knowledge of how long it 
has been Since this position was computed. Thus, the con 
tribution to Doppler error based on position error can be 
made as simply as the time difference from the last fix and 
Some maximum assumed Velocity, or alternately, it can be 
made more precisely by modeling the Doppler error as a 
function of position error for each Satellite in the constella 
tion, and dynamically Setting each Satellite Doppler Search 
range individually, choosing to look for the first Satellite that 
has the Smallest possible Doppler Search range. 
0079 Given that there are a finite number of GPS satellite 
Signal Searchers that can be assigned to a particular problem 
(for example, eight processing branches as shown in FIG. 
8), depending on the oscillator uncertainty, it may be opti 
mum to use all searchers to find a first satellite. Once the first 
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Satellite is found, then the Doppler uncertainty reduces for 
all remaining Satellites to a much Smaller value. Then, the 
remaining Searchers (i.e., the one Searcher that found the first 
Satellite is not used), can then be used to Search for one each 
of the remaining 7 visible satellites. This creates an N-step 
process, driven by an optimization algorithm, that chooses 
the first satellite or satellites based on its minimum Doppler 
Search range (or its elevation angle). The remaining satellites 
are then found, allowing for acquisition of all Satellites in the 
minimum amount of time. 

0080. In step 1110, the code phase search range dimen 
Sion can also be computed and optimized in a similar 
manner, by recognizing that the code phase Search range is 
a function of an initial position error and handset clock time 
error. It is also recognized that the code phase error inte 
grates as a function of Doppler error, and can grow over time 
to larger and larger values. It is possible that the code phase 
Search range can be also optimized together with the Dop 
pler Search range So as to minimize the total Space to find a 
first Satellite or Satellites, and then reducing greatly the 
Search Space for the remaining Satellites. 
0081. In step 116, an optimum satellite search order is 
computed. As previously mentioned, a first GPS satellite to 
be found may be a Satellite having a minimum Doppler 
Search range (such as a Satellite most directly overhead). 
Alternatively, the first satellite found may be selected based 
on an elevation angle. 
0082) An example is given by which time is not precisely 
known in the handset (to say, only 10 seconds), and the 
initial position is known to within 10 km. Given this, 
knowledge of the code phase of any of the Satellites is not 
known at the start, but what is known is their relative delays 
(for example, the code phase of SV1 compared to SV2 is 
known to within approximately +/-20 km maximum) 
because the relative delays (i.e., ranges) are known by the 
initial position, ephemeris, and time, and Satellite clock 
correction parameters. Consequently, a complete code phase 
Search Space may need to be searched for a first Satellite, but 
thereafter, the relative delay ranges can be computed in order 
to find the remaining Satellites. 
0083. It is possible to create a search algorithm that 
minimizes the Search Space over code and Doppler for all 
satellites by: 

0084) a) Computing an initial position estimate, and 
uncertainty; 

0085 b) Computing a time estimate and time uncer 
tainty; 

0.086 c) Computing an oscillator frequency estimate 
and uncertainty; 

0087 d) Using initial position, time, and ephemeris 
and clock correction data to computer Satellite posi 
tions and Dopplers, 

0088) 
0089 f) Computer Doppler search-range estimates 
to the Satellites, and 

e) Computing range estimates to the Satellites; 

0090 g) Computing an optimum search order to 
assign Satellite, Doppler Search bins and code phase 
Search bins to the finite number of Searchers So as to 
minimize the total Search time. 
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0091 FIG. 12 shows a flowchart 1200 illustrating how 
the apparatus of the third embodiment 800 may be employed 
in an optimal Satellite Search. In Step 1201, multiple pro 
cessing branches 822 are set to find a first satellite. This may 
be a first satellite as determined by the method 1100 of FIG. 
11. This speeds up the acquisition of the first Satellite. 
0092. In step 1204, the successful search processing 
branch 822 (the searcher) is removed from the available set 
of processing branches. 
0093. In step 1206, the method checks to see if the 
Searching is completed. The Searching may be completed 
when either all visible satellites are found or when all 
processing branches have found a Satellite. If not completed, 
the remaining Searchers continue to Search. 
0094) While the preferred embodiments of the invention 
have been illustrated and described, it is to be understood 
that the invention is not So limited. Numerous modifications, 
changes, variations, Substitutions and equivalents will occur 
to those skilled in the art without departing from the Spirit 
and Scope of the present invention as defined by the 
appended claims. 
What is claimed is: 

1. A GPS receiver data Storage apparatus comprising: 
a first Switch, said first Switch receiving a digital GPS 

data; 
a first memory; 
a second memory in parallel with said first memory, with 

Said first memory and Said Second memory being 
selectable by said first Switch for filling with said 
digital GPS data; and 

a Second Switch Selectable between Said first memory and 
Said Second memory for extracting Said digital GPS 
data therefrom; 

wherein GPS signal processing extracts digital GPS data 
from Said first memory while Said Second memory is 
being filled and extracts digital GPS data from said 
Second memory while Said first memory is being filled. 

2. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein Said first memory 
and said second memory allow said digital GPS data to be 
processed in real time. 

3. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein Said first Switch is 
further connected to a source of said digital GPS data. 

4. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein Said Second Switch 
is further connected to a downstream digital Signal proceSS 
ing device. 

5. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein Said first memory 
and Said Second memory are capable of Storing a predeter 
mined size of data. 

6. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein a first memory size 
and a Second memory Store the predetermined size of digital 
GPS data. 

7. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein a first memory size 
and a Second memory size are dependent on a throughput of 
a downstream digital Signal processor. 

8. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein a first memory size 
and a Second memory size are dependent on a throughput of 
a downstream coherent integrator device. 

9. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein a downstream digital 
Signal processor Speed is inversely related to a first memory 
Size and a Second memory size. 
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10. A GPS receiver apparatus, comprising: 
a first Switch, said first Switch receiving a digital GPS 

data; a first memory; 
a Second memory in parallel with Said first memory, with 

Said first memory and Said Second memory being 
selectable by said first Switch for filling with said 
digital GPS data; 

a Second Switch Selectable between Said first memory and 
Said Second memory for extracting Said digital GPS 
data therefrom; 

a mixer connected to Said Second Switch and further 
connected to a numerically controlled oscillator with 
Said numerically controlled oscillator being provided 
with a predetermined Doppler characteristic, Said mixer 
being capable of removing Said predetermined Doppler 
characteristic from said digital GPS data; 

a stack RAM connected to said mixer, said stack RAM 
being capable of accumulating a predetermined time 
interval of said digital GPS data from said mixer, 

a correlator connected to Said Stack RAM, Said correlator 
also receiving a predetermined Gold code, with Said 
correlator being capable of correlating Said predeter 
mined Gold code against Said digital GPS data; 

a magnitude Squaring block connected to Said correlator, 
Said magnitude Squaring block Squaring the correlation 
output to produce a Squared integration output; and 

a non-coherent integrator connected to Said magnitude 
Squaring block and capable of integrating Said Squared 
integration output to provide a pseudorange and Dop 
pler characteristic output; 

wherein GPS signal processing extracts digital GPS data 
from Said first memory while Said Second memory is 
being filled and extracts digital GPS data from said 
Second memory while Said first memory is being filled, 
and wherein Said first memory and Said Second memory 
allow said digital GPS data to be processed in real time; 

and wherein Said numerically controlled oscillator is 
capable of being provided with a Doppler characteristic 
for a selected visible GPS satellite and said correlator 
is capable of being provided with a corresponding Gold 
code for said selected visible GPS satellite to enable 
Said apparatus to process a digital GPS data for Said 
Selected visible GPS satellite. 

11. The apparatus of claim 10, wherein a correlator of said 
plurality of correlators is a Fast Fourier-Transform correla 
tor. 

12. The apparatus of claim 10, wherein Said unique 
predetermined Doppler characteristic is an estimate. 

13. The apparatus of claim 10, wherein said first Switch is 
further connected to a source of said digital GPS data. 

14. The apparatus of claim 10, wherein said first memory 
and Said Second memory are capable of Storing a predeter 
mined size of digital GPS data. 

15. The apparatus of claim 10, wherein said first memory 
and Said Second memory both Store the predetermined size 
of digital GPS data. 

16. The apparatus of claim 10, wherein a first memory 
Size and a Second memory size are dependent on a through 
put of a downstream digital Signal processor. 
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17. The apparatus of claim 10, wherein a first memory 
Size and a Second memory size are dependent on a through 
put of a downstream coherent integrator device. 

18. The apparatus of claim 10, wherein a downstream 
digital Signal processor Speed is inversely related to a first 
memory size and a Second memory size. 

19. The apparatus of claim 10, wherein said mixer 
receives a predetermined Doppler Signature for each visible 
GPS satellite. 

20. The apparatus of claim 10, wherein said stack RAM 
is a dual port stack RAM. 

21. The apparatus of claim 10, wherein a throughput rate 
of Said digital signal processor is inversely proportional to 
the digital GPS data Storage capacity of Said first memory 
and Said Second memory. 

22. The apparatus of claim 10, further including a results 
RAM capable of storing a plurality of digital GPS data for 
said each visible GPS satellite 

23. A method of Storing and processing a digital GPS 
Signal in a GPS receiver having a reduced amount of 
memory, comprising the Steps of: 

Storing Said digital GPS Signal in a first memory during a 
first predetermined time period; 

extracting a first Stored digital GPS data Segment from a 
Second memory Simultaneous with Said Storing of Said 
digital GPS signal in said first memory; 

wherein during Subsequent predetermined time periods 
Said Storing Step alternates between Said first memory 
and Said Second memory while Said extracting Step 
alternates between Said Second memory and Said first 
memory. 

24. The method of claim 23, wherein said storing is 
performed by a first Switch capable of alternately storing 
said digital GPS data to said first memory and to said second 
memory. 

25. The method of claim 23, wherein said extracting is 
performed by a Second Switch capable of alternately extract 
ing a stored digital GPS data Segment from Said first memory 
and from Said Second memory. 

26. A method of Storing and processing a digital GPS 
Signal in a GPS receiver having a reduced amount of 
memory, comprising the Steps of: 

Storing Said digital GPS Signal in a first memory during a 
first predetermined time period; 

extracting a first Stored digital GPS data Segment from a 
Second memory Simultaneous with Said Storing of Said 
digital GPS signal in said first memory; 

generating a predetermined Doppler Signature for a Sub 
ject visible satellite; 

mixing Said predetermined Doppler Signature with Said 
first stored digital GPS data segment to remove a 
Doppler characteristic from said first stored digital GPS 
data Segment; 

correlating a Gold code of Said Subject visible Satellite to 
Said first Stored digital GPS data Segment, producing a 
correlation output; and 

integrating Said correlation output to produce a pseudor 
ange output and a Doppler output; 

wherein Said generating Step through Said mixing Step are 
repeated for each visible Satellite, and wherein during 
Subsequent predetermined time periods said Storing 
Step alternates between Said first memory and Said 
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Second memory while Said extracting Step alternates 
between Said Second memory and Said first memory. 

27. The method of claim 26, wherein said storing is 
performed by a first Switch capable of alternately storing 
said digital GPS data to said first memory and to said second 
memory. 

28. The method of claim 26, wherein said extracting is 
performed by a Second Switch capable of alternately extract 
ing a stored digital GPS data Segment from Said first memory 
and from Said Second memory. 

29. The method of claim 26, wherein said predetermined 
Doppler signature is received from a base Station. 

30. The method of claim 26, wherein said correlating is 
performed by a plurality of parallel FFT correlators. 

31. The method of claim 26, wherein said correlating is 
performed by eight parallel FFT correlators. 

32. The method of claim 26, wherein Said integrating is 
performed by a plurality of parallel non-coherent integra 
torS. 

33. The method of claim 26, wherein said integrating is 
performed by eight parallel non-coherent integrators. 

34. A method of minimizing a GPS satellite search time 
in a GPS receiver having a plurality of correlation and 
integration Satellite processing branches, comprising the 
Steps of 

computing initial conditions that estimate a position of 
said GPS receiver and that estimate a GPS receiver 
clock accuracy; 

computing an initial range estimate; and 
computing an optimum Satellite Search order, With Said 
optimum Satellite Search order computed So as to 
minimize a Search Space and minimize a Search time 
needed to find visible GPS satellites. 

35. The method of claim 34, wherein said initial condi 
tions include an initial position estimate, an initial position 
uncertainty, a time estimate, a time uncertainty, an oscillator 
frequency estimate, and an oscillator frequency uncertainty. 

36. The method of claim 34, wherein said method further 
includes a step of computing GPS Satellite positions and 
Doppler characteristics using Said initial conditions. 

37. The method of claim 34, wherein said initial range 
estimate includes a range estimate and a Doppler Search 
range estimate. 

38. The method of claim 34, wherein said step of com 
puting an optimum Satellite Search order further includes the 
Steps of 

using a predetermined Search criteria and available pro 
cessing branches to find a first GPS satellite in an 
incoming GPS data Signal; 

removing a Successful processing branch that found Said 
first GPS satellite from a group of available processing 
branches, and 

iteratively processing Said incoming GPS data Signal 
using remaining processing branches, with each Suc 
cessful processing branch being removed from Said 
group of available processing branches until processing 
is complete. 

39. The method of claim 38, wherein said predetermined 
Search criteria is a GPS Satellite elevation angle. 

40. The method of claim 38, wherein said predetermined 
Search criteria is a minimum Doppler Search range. 

k k k k k 


